A model and a sound and complete proof system for networks of processca inwbicbcomponent processes communicate exclusively through mcssages is given. The model, an extdon of the tracemodd,candcscribebotbs*onou8and tlqmJdK~ networks. The pof systan udcs vations (m) makes the proof system simple, c!ompddonalandmodular,siIK!eintcmall cebbchid&ll. nleexpres8ivepoweroftemporal logic makes it possible to prove temporal propertics (safc%y, livencas, gwadcnm, etc.) in the systan. and Anumberoftracmodelscxistfornctworhof pruccw [3,4, 18, 22] (noneofwhi&handlesboth sytachronous and asynchronous networh). 'Ihc aclvantageofatrawnodeItthatanctworkis specified solely by it8 input-output behavior. Thir maka it possible to hide irrelevant information, e.g. tb intemd sof the network. Our
model uses a gcncral.izalion of trace, which ahws the qmiflcation of more henes~ propmica, cspe &ally for syndmmou networh.
Our modeI use8 the notions of &en&~ (the generalization of trace) and b&&r.
An ohwvtztio~rccordsthedatanadandwrittenonanpoftsof en&vork(orsingleprocus)uptosanepointinaa exccutimofthencworkllsdabrasr&onwbidi portsthcnctworkisrtsdytoanmrrndcataatthat point. Abchoviwofanetwarkirthaapauxsd obswaticnuruxudcdduiingole~otthe network. Rcamtly IilfduMQ-from bidingofinfonnation. one~for~~is that proofs of nox&intcrf-, Bs CMned in [13] , arcnotaecdcdinth#esys~.
Bynotdealing with program axks, these proot sy!daLls me leneueeatndependent.
ourproofsystanwesampar3-loeic~ona onbeluvim. Tlksystemis8ound8nd~~ UGkemostothertanporalproof~itis compmidonal,i.e.a~da~kis foIwledfromspccifhtiainofiaoompo#at l.mBcwu. nvootJlerpn#bsystanson~ [s, 18] aro8pocialcasebofcnu$yatan. Ihais,tilBset of rpecifiatiolu (dons) dbwed in tkir systemsareproperB-ofthose~inaurs.
xnfact,bytlsiqextendsdtanporrll*8sdetiwd byW0lpw [23] ,insteadcaftanpo&)ogic,rmore expmsiveproof8y8tallcanbeobtriar&
Afurtherintcxe&ingpoiat&thatthsmbdeland thepofmystanworkforbothspchnousand asynchronous networks. This paper is organixcd a9 follows. section 2 disnrss# the mod4 of networks, in&ding d&hi-tions of observations and behaviors. section 3 introducu temporal logic and dcfmes what it means for a behavior to satisfy a temporal assertion. Settion 4 defines a specification of a process or network. scction5outlinuthevariousplutsoftheproof systauanddiscwestwoofthanindetahuioms that define proputies of behaviors (section 5.1) and the actual proof rules for deriving a specification of a network from spedfications of its aqxments (section 5.2). section 5.3 gives some uwllplcS of deriving a SQaeification of a network, incMing the Brock-Ackuman example [3] .
Section 6 proves soundnus and relative complete ncssand section7 amtains aconcluding discussion.
t A model of networka of procemai A process, as depicted in Fig. 1 , hss a furite number of distinctIy named hput ports and outpur ports assoriatcd with it.
Qurc 1. A (primitive) process
Nt?rworkT of processes arc formed by linking some input ports of some processcS to some output ports of orher JX~CUSU in a onesto-one manner. This is done by making the names of the linked input-and output-ports identical. The fobwing rule governs names of ports (see Eg (6.2) and fadlitates information hiding. Lamport 1121 also introduced the notion C;f repetition of state, which he called %uttering", but for a different reason. He felt it should be impossible to express "how long" or "how many steps" an operation should take -this was a property of the implementation and not the operation-and stuttering was one way of preventing it. EIc also felt that introdue@ "the next operator would destroy the entire logical foundation for [the] use [of temporal logic] in hierarchic cal methods" [12] . In contrast, the nexr operator plays an important part in our proof system; without it, we would not bc able to characterize behaviors completely.
To summarize, a behavior of a prm is the sequence of observations produced by some cxecution of the process, as time progresses. The trace in an observation records the events that have hap pened at the ports of the process up to some point; the communication functions indicate on which ports the process is ready to communicate at that point. Intuitively, a process is spe&ied by the set of ah observable behaviors under all environments, where an envitonmenf is a set of proccsscs to which the proa8s is connected. (2.6) The restriction of a trace to a set of ports is the subsequence of the trace containing exactly the events ocmning on ports in the set. 
Temporal logic and behaviors
We assume familiarity with tanporal logic -see e.g. [15] -and make only the following comments. The tanporal operators are: 0 (next), 0 (always), 0 (eventually), U (until), N (unkss), etc. Folkwing [15] , we assume that the set of basic symbols in the language (individual oonstants and variables, proposition, predicate and function symbols) is partitioned into two 8ubscts: global symbol8 ad local symbols. The globd symbol8 have a uniform interpretation dmaintaintheirV8lUUOr~fnwWC state to another. The local 8ymbols may assume different meanings and values in different states of the 8equena. Quantification is not allowed over local symbols. unlike [l!q, we allow local fuxtion and predicate symbols in the assertion language.
An example may help to indicate the difference between local and global symbols. Let i andj (port names) be local and n is globa& n has one value throughout; while i (and j) has (possibly) different value8 from state to state. The example has the interpretation: if port i's trace eventually has length n,thcnsodou~j'strace,
Ardkf (I,a,a)forourlanguageconsistsofa (global) interpretation I, a (global) assignment a and a scqucne of states cr. Ihe, interpretation I spaSiesanonemptydomainDandassignsamcrete elements, functions and pre&ntes to the global individual constants, function and predicate symbols. 'Ihe assignment a assigns a value to each do bal free variable. The sc!qumw u = so, sl, . . . is an infiite scxpncc of states. EadI state is an assignment of values to the local free individual vari&&, and the function and predicate symbols. Let .<I. denote So, s~+~ . . . , i.e. the k-truncated suffu of cr. The truth v&c of a tanporal formula or term w (terms are defmcd just a~ in fvst order logic), denoted by WI;, I being implicitly assumed, is d&Ed as follows:
(1) I.fwisatermoraclassicalformula(amtaining no modal operator) then WC is the value ofwins,,undertheassignmcnta.
(2) (WI v g; = -iff Wll* =rm@orwz[~=rna.
similarly for A, 7, etc... is the assignment obtained from a by assigning d to x. (x is a global variable.) (9) Fmy, we will be dealing with precisr spaifications of processes, where (4.5) Specification <P> R is precise if: every behavior on P's ports is a behavior of P iff it satisfies R.
Examples
For each process below we give two specifications: one under the assumption that the communication is asynchronous, the other that it is synchro nous. We assume there is no particular liveness assumption v'. Throughout, b] denotes the lenp of x and j 5 i means j is a prefu of i. Also, 0 is the set of all sequences consisting of a finite number of zeros and O*l is similarly defined. Example 1. Process BUFF1 iteratively reads input on port i and reproduces it on port j. The asynchronous spedfication of BUFF2 is
The synchronous specification of BUFFI is
Exam& 2. Proass BUFF2 reads no input on port i and produces an arbitrary, finite number of O's followedbyalonportj. The asynchronous specification of BUFF2 is
The synchronous specification of BUFF2 is
Note that the specification for BUFF2 is invariant, but, in conjunction with appropriate specifications for a receiving process and the liveness axioms (5.4), it can be used to prove the liveness condition 0 jCO*l. 
A Our(k)))) where inp(k), oup(k) and l&p(k) mean k is an input, output and linlced port, respectively. That is, an event can oc(xLT only on a port that is ready to annmunicate. (This is for synchronous message transmission; the axiom for the asynchronous case is similar.) (5.1.4) VmVn 0 ((m 5 j&l h n > Ill) 0 0 (n 5 IfI e ("k", m) << ("f", n))) i.e. the event that extends a trace occurs after all the existing ones in that trace (see the end of section 3 for notation).
(5.1.5) VmVn 0 (('A", m) -CC ("f", n) 0 0 (("k", m) <C ("f", n))), i.e. the ordering among the elements of a trace is preserved as the trace is extended.
It is clear that any behavior satisfies these axioms. Now let u = so, sl, . . . be a sequence of states that satisfies these axioms. Each state can be interpreted as an observation by letting << be the ordering on the trace, In and Our be the communication fundtions, and the values of the port variables be the events of the trace. By induction on k, it is easy to show that ca& sk is a legitimate observation and that u satisfies the properties of behaviors. Axiom (5.1.1) implies that the trace of so is empty. Axiom (51.2) states that a trace is extended by at most one event at a time. Axioms (51.4) and (5.1.5) ensure that << is a total ordering and is the 'pra axi& relation. Axiom (5.1.3) implies that an event can oaxr only on a port that is ready to communicate.
Roof rule8
There are 3 proof rules in the system:
where P' is obtained from P by changing some port names (without violating conventions (2.1) on port names) and R' is the result of replacing all free occurrences of the old port names in R by the new ones. 
Ex8mpka
Example 1. Chnsidcr the network in fig. 3 . I'rocxss PI reads nothing on k1 ti produces a 1 on kz. RocessP2rcadsaninputfrom& andprodrtoesal on k,. This network behavea di#fczentIy aaxrrding to whether mehge transmission is asor synehronou8: in the a8yncbronou8 me, a 1 i6 et&n-tually produced 43n k,; in the 8ynchmnou8 me, nothing is ever prOduced on kt . cwl satisfies R -whi& me+ms that it is a behavior of the fast network, by preciseness of the specificationsbut does not satisfy the external specification for the second network. Thus the two networks have different bekavioIx The first equation assigns a constant to the length of the input port of the network and the last six express the length relations in the five given process specifications. We can solve this set of recursive equations on the complete partially-ordered set of nonnegative integers U (00) with < as the partial order -by the usual least fixed point method (e.g.
[lo])-to yield the following least solution: Ii1 = u bl = 2 * min(1, u) InI = 2 l r?&l(l, u) lkl = 4 * mql, u) 121 = 2 + min(1, u) lfil = 2 * mh(1, u) Iml= 2 * min(1, u) >From this, we get the following specification for NE7WORKI:
Now consider the same network with PI replaced by P 2, where P2 has the following specifrcation:
P2 reads 2 values from k and then writes them on h and 1:
A 0 IhI 5 2 + mh(1, jkj -I-1) I\ (o lkl = u * o jhl = 2*mi.n(1,u -I_ 1)) whereabisa -bifa>bandOothexwisc.
PI produces an output as soon as it reads the first Applying the network formation rule and arguing input, whereas P2 does not produce any output until it receives the second input.
as before yields the specification
The behavior whose final trace is 6. Soundness and completeness 6.1. PFelimfnnrles Let L be a temporal assertion language whose only local function symbols are In and Our and whose only local predicate symbol is <<. Let I be an interpretation whose domain D contains 8 set of ekments (e.g. integers) and a set of uxpnces of these elements (e.g. sequences of integers). The global variables range over elements or sequences, the local variables over qucnces. Let {P,} be a set of prihlitive processes, from which networks of processes are to be formed.
With L, I, (P,} as above, defme L to be tqpress~ve refarivc to Z and (P,) if for every primitive process Pr there exists an assertion Rl such that <P,> R, is a precise tqmification (see (4.5)). We denote this by
The proof system is defined to be sound if, for each1 E E(L, {I',)), every specification <P> R that is provable (with the <P,> R, as axiom and proof rules (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) as inference rules) is true -i.e. every behavior of P satisfies R under I.
The proof system is relatively complete if, for Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of R. The induction hypothesis is:
Let R be an assertion whose free variables are either global variables or local variables from among k,, . . . . k,, and that has no occurrence of h(k) (Our(k)&+vhere k is an c#put (it) port. Then o satisfies R iff T satisfies R, for all k. Note that the induction hypothesis implies the theorem.
Consider the structure of R. (1) R,his an atomic formula. Let s k k elements of Q and T.
Rd tk be the Then u satisfies R iff R is true in sL. But sk and tk assign the same values to all(, P e terms and edicate symbolsinR. Soo satisfies R iff T m does.
(2) R is composed using classical logical operators, temporal operators, or quantification over glo bal variables. It is easy to see from the deftition of the truth values of the formulas that the induction hypothesis is preserved in eadr of these cases. Q.E.D.
Note that if we do not have the condition that quantification over port variables is not allowed, interference may oaxr. For example, if R is the assertion "for all ports A different from i and j, k is empty at all times", then clearly R does not satisfy the non-interference property. This in turns implies that the network formation rule is unsound. This condition is also needed -but is unmentioned-in the proof systems of [5, 8, 18, 191 . Now, it is easy to see why the remark concerning interpretations (4.2) and (4.3) of <P> R is true.
An external behavior of a network is just the restriction of a behavior of the network to its input and output ports. So every external behavior of a network satisfies an assertion on its input and output ports iff every behavior of the network satisfies the assertion.
6.3. sollndIJaia It is clear that the renaming rule and the collsb quence rule are sound. Consider the network formation rule. Let u = sO, .sl, . . . be a behavior of H. By our model of behavrors, u(P&, the sequene with element u(PJm equal to the restriction of sn to theportsofP,,forallm,isabehaviorofP,,k= k-z n. I-knceu(P,) satisfiesR,fork = 1, . . . . n. e non-interference property, a satisfies R,, for k = 1, . . . . n. ' Ibis is true for all k. Therefore u satisfies A~ R,. So the network formation rule is sound. It follows that the proof system is sound,
Relative COmPlCfCllCSb
Fast of all, we prove that the network formation rule prmes prtisena.
That is, if <P,> R, is precise for all k = 1, . . . . n then <H> h&Rk is also precise. Let u = so, sl, . . . be a behavior on H's ports that satisfies h&Rk' For eadi k, u satisfies R,.
So u(PL), as defmed above, must satisfy R,, A=1 , . . . . n, by the non-interference property. By preciseness of <P,> R,, u(P,) is a behavior of Pk.
Hence a must be a behavior of H. Conversely, if 0 is a behavior of H, then u must satisfy A& by the soundness of the network formation rule. Now, let <H> R be a spe&ication that is true, and let H be formed from primitive processes Pk, where <P,> Rk is precise, for k = 1, . . ., n. Then, <H> hpk is a precise specification of H. It folh's that Apt 10 R is satisfied by every behavior on the ports of H. J3y the non-interference pro perty, every beh8viOr must satisfy A& * R. By the comqmce rule, we can infer <H> R, i.e. <H> R is provable.
Hence, the proof system is relatively cmnplett.
7. Discussion 7.1. Expa-esdveneas nle proof system we just de!&xibed is quite gelleral and expressive. As an illustration, we look at two other proof systenls.
In Chen and Hoare's system [5-J, a spuification of processPhastheformPsurR,whereRisafirstorder logic assertion. The interpretation is that, at alltimes,thetraceproducedbyPsatisfiesR.
'Ibis is equivalent to stating cP> 0 R in our systan. In Misra and Cbndy's system [18] , a spe&ication ofaproccssHhastheformRIHIS,whcrtRand S are fust-order logic assertions. The interpretation is as follows: S holds for the empty try. If R holds up to point k in any trace of H, then S holds up to point (k+l) in that trace, for all k z 0. (An assertion R holds up to point k in a trace t means that R holds for all prefixes of t of length at most A.) This is equivalent to stating <H> S h -(R U 4) in our system. According to the interpretation of temporal formulas, R U YS is true iff 3A 2 0 such that 4 is true in sk and for all i, 0 s i < k, R is true in s, (for R and S are classical formulas). So S A 7(R U -S) is true iff S is true in so and for all A~O,ifRistrueins,foralli<kthenSistruc in sk, 'This is again equivalent to: S is true in so and forallArO,ifRistrueins,foralli<A,thcnS is true in s for all j 5 A. This is not difficult to see,since' RistrueinsithenSistrueins,,,(let d k be i + 1). But this is exactly the interpretation of R 1 H 1 S in Misra and Chandy's system. However, temporal logic is by no means the most expressive language there is. Certain properties cannot be expressed in temporal logic, e.g. "formula p is true in every even state". As shown in [U], temporal logic can be extended by right-linear grammars. That is, for every right-linear grammar, an appropriately defined temporal operator can be added to the language. The resulting logic is called extended temporal logic.
We can enhance the expressive power of our proof system in the same way by using extend&d temporul lb&, instead of temporal logic, as the assertion language. The proof rules remain the same, and the resulting proof system is still sound and complete. In fact, any language in which the assertions satisfy the non-interference property would serve our purpose. At first glance, it looks as if extended temporal logic is of no use for our proof system because restriction (2.5), which destroys regularity, is required. However, we can save the situation by introducing the notion of normal form. A behavior is in normal form if no state -except the last one, if there is one-is repeated. A process is completely specified by its set of normal-foms behaviors. Non normal-form behaviors are needed to make process linking easier to discuss. So we can have speyifica~ tions of the form <P> normalform -R, where R is a formula in extended temporal logic and normalfonn mm "behavior is in normal form", which can be easily expressed in temporal logic. To obtain more complete specifications, we can introduce a new temporal operator R (repeat). A sequence u satisfies R(p) iff u is obtained from some sequence T by repeating some states of 7 a finite number of times, where T satisfies p. Then we can have specifications of the form A (wwm@form * R(nodform A R))
Extadmofnmdelmdpmfnjatm
The model we described here can spedfy liveness properties that involve progress of inputs and outputs but not livertess properties that involve internal states, e.g. &ad.k& and tednation.
Recursive networks and sequentM program cosuch as assignment, if-then-else, while, etc. are not defined, either. Fortunately, the model and proof system canbccxtendcdinasimplewaytodcalwiththcae matters. These issue3 will be addressedinaforthcoming paper by the first author and Alan Demers.
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